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ABSTRACT
Software constantly needs new features or bug fixes. Maintainable software is simple to extend
and fix which encourages the software's uptake and use. The Software Sustainability Institute
can advise you on the design and development of maintainable software that will benefit both
you and your users. Therefore, capability maturity model integration (CMMI) is a process
improvement approach that provides organisations with the essential elements of effective
processes that ultimately improve their performance. The propose maintainability assessment of
cmmi based on multi-agent system (MAS) to identify the processes measurement of SM. in
order to verify our proposed CMMI framework based on MAS architecture, pilot study is
conducted using a questionnaire survey. Rasch model is used to analyse the pilot data. Items
reliability is found strong correlation between measured and the model designed. The results
shows that the person raw score-to-measure correlation is 0.51 (approximate due to missing
data) and Cronbach Alpha (kr-20) person raw score reliability = .94.
Keywords:
Capability Maturity Model Integration, Software Maintenance, Software Maintenance Process, Multi
Agent System and Rasch Model.

INTRODUCTION
Knowledge transfer of a large number of the best practices described in a maturity model has
proved difficult (Abran et al., 2004). This is especially true during the training of an assessor or
a new participant in a process improvement activity. Software measurement, in order to be
effective, must be focused on specific goals; applied to all life-cycle products, process and
resources; and interpreted based on characterisation and understanding of the organisational
context, environment and goals (Basili et al., 1994). Software maintenance (SM), according to
IEEE definition, is a modification of software product after delivery in order to correct faults, to
improve performance or other attributes, to adapt a product to a changed environment, or to
improve the product maintainability (Pigoski, 1997). A maturity level is a well-defined
evolutionary Figureau toward achieving a mature software process. Each maturity level
provides a layer in the foundation for continuous process improvement. In CMMI models with
a staged representation, there are five maturity levels (CMMI Maturity Levels, 2002): Initial,
Managed, Defined, Quantitatively Managed and Optimizing as illustrated in Table 1.
Maturity levels consist of a predefined set of process areas. The maturity levels are measured
by the achievement of the specific and generic goals that apply to each predefined set of process
areas. The following sections describe the characteristics of each maturity level April et al.
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At maturity level 1 (Initial Level), processes are usually ad hoc and chaotic. The organisation
usually does not provide a stable environment. Success in these organisations depends on the
competence and heroics of the people in the organisation and not on the use of proven processes.
Maturity level 1 organisations often produce products and services that work; however, they
frequently exceed the budget and schedule of their projects. Maturity level 1 organisations are
characterised by a tendency to over commit, abandon processes in the time of crisis, and not be
able to repeat their past successes.
At maturity level 2 (Managed Level), an organisation has achieved all the specific and generic
goals of the maturity level 2 process areas. In other words, the projects of the organisation have
ensured that requirements are managed and that processes are planned, performed, measured,
and controlled (CMMI Maturity Levels, 2002).
Table 1: CMMI Staged Representation- Maturity Levels

Continuous
Representation
Capability Levels

Staged
Representation
Maturity Levels

Level 1

Performed

Initial

Level 2

Managed

Managed

Level 3

Defined

Defined

Level 4

Quantitatively
Managed

Quantitatively
Managed

Level 5

Optimizing

Optimizing

Level

At maturity level 3 (Defined Level), an organisation has achieved all the specific and generic
goals of the process areas assigned to maturity levels 2 and 3. At maturity level 3, processes are
well characterised and understood, and are described in standards, procedures, tools and
methods.
At maturity level 4 (Quantitatively Managed Level), an organisation has achieved all the
specific goals of the process areas assigned to maturity levels 2, 3 and 4 and the generic goals
assigned to maturity levels 2 and 3. At maturity level 4 Sub-processes are selected that
significantly contribute to overall process performance. These selected sub-processes are
controlled using statistical and other quantitative techniques.
At maturity level 5 (Optimizing Level), an organisation has achieved all the specific goals of
the process areas assigned to maturity levels 2, 3, 4 and 5 and the generic goals assigned to
maturity levels 2 and 3. Processes are continually improved based on a quantitative
understanding of the common causes of variation inherent in processes. Maturity level 5 focuses
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on continually improving process performance through both incremental and innovative
technological improvements (April et al., 2006).
Multi Agent System (MAS) has attracted a great deal of attention in recent years because they
have introduced a new paradigm for analysing, designing and implementing software systems.
A lot of multi-agent methodologies have been born and improved since the presence of MAS.
They have shown a great power in solving problems. MAS is designed and implemented as
several interacting agents. MAS are ideally suited to representing problems that have multiple
problem solving methods and multiple perspectives. MAS take initiative where appropriate, and
socially interact, where appropriate, with other artificial agents and humans in order to complete
their own problem solving and to help others with their activities (Talib et al, 2011a; Talib et al,
2011b).

Figure 1: Research Methodology Framework

The methodology of this research as shown in Figure 1 is based on enhancement of the quality
of software maintainability evaluation model via CMMI process which enables a better
combining of multi-agent procedure in order to have a successful software maintainability
system. The steps taken in this research starts with the identification of software maintenance
(SM) key process areas (KPAs) in each of CMMI level. The KPAs identified are validated by
industry expert in SM domain. Next step proposed by this research is aiding the identified
KPAs for specific CMMI level with MAS agents. There are three agents developed to cope with
the KPAs indicated. Results from the MAS execution for software maintenance key process
areas in CMMI are then mapped to categories of SM activities. This research has categorised
four major SM activities, tested them with MAS agents to prove that the quality has increased
and SM activities accomplishment duration reduced.
There are four phases of the study in the form of a flow chart diagram, as specified
method is needed to give details of the research flow based on collecting information, problem
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statement, objectives of the research and observations of the theory as stated in the literature
review.
SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE FUNCTION
Software maintenance (SM) function suffers from a scarcity of management models that would
facilitate its evaluation, management and continuous improvement. This paper is part of a series
of papers that presents a Software Maintenance Capability Maturity Model (SMCMM). The
contributions of this specific paper are: 1) to describe the key references of software
maintenance; 2) to present the model update process conducted during 2003; and 3) to present,
for the first time, the updated architecture of the model (April et al., 2004).
SM process is one of the most costly activities within information system practice. The
purpose of this paper is to address some of the difficulties in this process, by proposing a
framework for the development of maintenance model. Essential to the software maintenance
process is an ability to understand not only the software but the required changes as well. This
can only be achieved where the relevant knowledge is available. Based upon this primary
requirement, the proposed framework has made the knowledge as its basis for modelling other
requirements for software maintenance model development. The framework first identifies the
three operational elements, i.e. function, static entity and dynamic entity, required for general
software maintenance process. With respect to the knowledge (as part of the dynamic entity
components), the framework shows how these three operational elements should behave and
interact amongst themselves to deliver a successful software maintenance model (Deraman,
1998).
Holgeid et al. presents the main results from a survey investigation performed in
Norwegian organisations within the area of software development and maintenance. The results
are based on responses from 53 Norwegian organisations. Somewhat surprisingly, the amounts
of both traditional and functional maintenance work are significantly higher than in the similar
investigation done five years earlier. It is also significantly higher than in the USA and in other
countries. Also too much of the scarce IT-personnel spent their time on tasks that do not add
value for the users of the systems.
April et al. presents an overview of the measurement practices that are being introduced
for level 3 and higher to the Software Maintenance Maturity Model (S3M).
Software
maintenance still does not receive a noticeable share of management attention and suffers from
lack of planning, as often illustrated by its crisis management style. Part of the problem is that
maintenance is typically perceived as being expensive and ineffective. Moreover, few proposals
of best practices have been put forward which can readily be applied in industry. In general, the
software engineering community expects that product quality will be enhanced if the
maintenance process is improved.
Lovrek et al. deals with a method developed for software maintenance called Remote
Maintenance Shell. It allows software installation, modification and verification on the remote
target system without suspending its regular operation. The method is based on remote
operations performed by mobile agents. The role of Remote Maintenance Shell in software
maintenance is elaborated, as well as its architecture. A case study on version replacement of an
object-oriented application is included.
Svensson and Host presented results of introducing an agile process based on extreme
programming, XP, in an evolutionary and maintenance software development environment. The
agile process was introduced to a large software development organisation. The process was
applied by a team during eight months. The conclusion indicated that it in this case is more
difficult to introduce XP, in its original appearance, to the case environment than to less
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complex environments. The complexity of the organisation made it necessary to redesign many
of the practices in order for them to fit the needs of the software development team.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The pilot data were tabulated and analysed using Win Steps, a Rasch tool. The statistics and
measures are tabulated in Figure 2 of the comparative study, the results summary shows of the
questionnaire and model shows that the between the model and questionnaire outputs are highly
correlated as shown in Figure 2. The results of the survey are analysed in three parts; data
reliability, fitness of respondent and items data and determination of component groups cut-off
points.

Figure 2: Data
between
Model

Correlation
Measured and

Data Reliability: Summary statistics for respondents (Questionnaire) and created model are
depicted in Figure 3 respondents returned the survey questionnaire accordingly and compared
with the model designed using Rasch software. Out of which, Rasch identified a significant
correlation. The standard deviation were measured based on the observation from the
questionnaire.
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Figure 3: Model Evaluation

The spread of person responses is = 3.29 logit is fair. This is due to extreme responses
by a participant. However, Reliability = 0.82 and Cronbach Alpha = 0.94 indicates high reliable
data and hence the data could be used for further analyses. In the questionnaire items, the
summary of 45 measured questionnaire items (see Table 2) reveals that the spread of data at
2.36 logit and reliability of 0.74 are good and fair, respectively. Details on measured items are
listed in Table 1. The acceptable limits are 0.4 < Acceptable Point Measure Correlation < 0.8
and 0.5 < Outfit Mean Square < 1.5, and -2.0 < Outfit z-standardised value < 2.0) as shown in
Table 2 below.
Table 2: Summary of Measured Items

Real RMSE 0.32. Adj. SD 0.54. Separation 1.69
Item Reliability 0 .74. Model RMSE 0.27
Adj.SD S.E. of Person Mean = .09.

CONCLUSION
The CMMI based on MAS Framework components for collaborative SM environment was
initially synthesised from the generic CMMI, MAS and SM frameworks. A questionnaire
survey followed by expert opinion survey was conducted to ascertain the important components
for the framework. The CMMI based on MAS framework consists of Knowledge Required for
SM Activities, SM Governance Tools, CMMI Tools and Agent Tools. To formulate the CMMI
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based on MAS framework for collaborative SM, the components on CMMI tools, SM
governance tools, and agent tools are compiled from various literatures. An initial model of
modified CMMI based on MAS components for collaborative SM is proposed. The
relationships between these components are used to construct the questionnaire, which were
tested in a pilot study. RUMM was used in analysing pilot questionnaire. Item reliability is
found to be poor and a few respondents and items were identified as misfits with distorted
measurements. Some problematic questions are revised and some predictably easy questions are
excluded from the questionnaire.
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